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ABSTRACT 
Given a nonnegative irreducible matrix P, for every HGlder norm a scaling is 
defined such that the subordinate matrix norm of P is equal to the spectral radius 
of P. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1996 
The matrix norm subordinate to a vector norm, 
for M E R”‘“, 
is bounded from below by the spectral radius: 
IIMII z p(M) for all M E [w”‘“. 
For symmetric matrices the spectral norm, which is subordinate to the 
Euclidean vector norm ((~112 := (v~v)‘/~, is minimal: 
IISII2 = P(S) for all S E Rnx”, s = ST. 
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For every nonnegative irreducible matrix P, weighted Holder norms 11. IIc,, 
(1 < p < CO> can be given explicitly such that the subordinate matrix norm of 
P is minimal as well. 
Let P E R”x” be a nonnegative and irreducible matrix. According to the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem [5, 3, 81, the matrices P and PT have a simple 
positive eigenvalue p equal to their spectral radius, and positive eigenvectors 
CY and & associated with p: Pa = pa and PT& = p&. 
DEFINITION. 
I bil max - i=l,...,n Qi for p = m. 
THEOREM. 11~11(,) = P(P) (1 < p < WI. 
Proof. Since [Pvl < P/VI for all u E R”, 
IIPdl(p) IIP~ll(,, 
“=y Ibll(p, maw-=“E;G 
(1 <p GM). 
/ 
.#@ 
So, in the following, assume v > 0. 
For p = 1, 
llPt&) = &‘( PO) = ( PTiqTV = PisTU = PIIt&,. 
For 1 < p < CQ, 
n pijaj vj c -- tpv>i - = 2 Pij'j _ 5 Pijffj 'j = p j=l ai OLj -- 
ai j=l ai j=l ai aj 2 Pijcyi 
(i = l,...,n). 
j=l ai 
MINIMAL NORMS 
By using HGlder’s inequality for convex functions cp [4, 61, 
C Pjtj I. I T PjpCtj) q ‘cPj G ‘EiDj ’ j .i 
It turns out that 
(“Ii ’ ( i - zpP % 
’ ’ Pij aj ‘j 
c 




5 pijaj “j I’ -( 1 Gppj=I ai aj 
i Pijaj 
j=l (yi 
= PP-’ ~ pij “j ’ (i = 1,..., ~). 
( i j=l (yi aj 
Hence it follows that 
= pp e Gjffj z P 
j=I ( i J 
and 
If v = C(Y, then equality holds. 
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For p = ~4, 
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Therefore 
IIN G Pll~llp). 
If u = CCY, then equality holds. n 
REMARK. For every positive matrix P the existence of weighted HGlder 
norms II - IIc,, (1 Q p < co>, for which the subordinate matrix norm satisfies 
llPll~p, = p(P), has already b een shown by Stoer and WitzgaIl[7]. 
Thanks are due to Professor M. Plum for valuable discussions and to 
Professor L. Elsnerfor drawing the author’s attention to [71. 
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